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Abstract 

Recognition of single object in Natural Images usually shows low accuracy and low 

comprehension ability due to the complexity of the scenes. In contrast, human vision 

boasts extraordinary perceptive ability, which motives our study on simulation of human 

visual information pathways. By mimicking the layering processing mechanism, we 

designed a computing model and method for image perception with the functional 

features of biological vision. This model can perceive single object against complex 

background with the accuracy above 90%, as proven in experiments based on the testing 

sample from the database “caltech101”. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, cognitive informatics has become a hot issue in the interdisciplinary 

field of life science and computer science. Cognitive informatics (CI) is a 

transdisciplinary enquiry of computer science, information science, cognitive science, and 

intelligence science that investigates into the internal information processing mechanisms 

and processes of the brain and natural intelligence, as well as their engineering 

applications in cognitive computing [1,2]. As we all know, the cognitive ability of 

computers is incomparable to that of humans and primates. Therefore, how to improve 

this ability learning from biological vision is a focus and also a great challenge in 

computer vision [3-7].  

The existing researches on biology show that primates possess two vision pathways in 

information processing, namely “where pathway” and “what pathway” [8-10]. The latter 

is responsible for recognizing objects, such as faces, items, etc. and its mechanism are 

important for machine vision to learn from. In the “what pathway”, information starts 

from Area V1, via Areas V2 and V4, and reaches Area IT, where the tasks of information 

processing and recognition finish [11]. During this process, the analysis of the visual 

system to the receptive fields is layered and progressively more complex, showing 

gradually more abstract and integral presentation of information features. It is because of 

these highly complicated layering features that biological visual perception boasts strong 

robustness and fast response. This layered information processing mechanism provides a 

new method for single object perception of machine vision and also motivates this study. 

 

2. Related Work 

In recent years, the layered computing modelling inspired from the information 

processing mechanism of biological visual cortex has drawn tremendous attention, 

especially in computer vision field.  B. Heisele and B. Leung etc [12, 13] proposes a 

series of layered computing models, achieving face and vehicle detection in natural 
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scenes, which possess learning ability as biological vision. M. Weber etc. [14-17] 

also posts a couple of layered neural network computing models based on 

convolution operation, demonstrating high accuracy in figure and face recognition; 

B. Leibe etc. [18-21] establishes a perception model based on contour features and 

block learning. These models all possess layered information processing function, 

but not perceptive selectivity and invariant feature extraction function as the “what 

pathway” of biological vision. Therefore, they are not sufficient in terms of their 

biological visual mechanism, or, in other words, far incomparable to the robust 

perception of biological vision [22], by far, is the computing model inspired most 

in-depth from the biological vision, which includes not only two vision pathways, 

but also integrates the features at  low, middle and high levels. It also possesses 

memorizing and learning ability as human brain, which enables it to search for 

objects even in complex environment. The shortcoming, however, is the complexity 

of algorithm structure and the enormity of the computing workload, which makes its 

application in engineering almost impossible. D. G. Lowe [23] proposes a 

computing model with perceptive invariant features, referred to as SIFT features, 

which is a popular method in computer vision application. Compared with other 

models of this type, this model shows better SIFT features in detecting learnt 

samples, but low accuracy to unlearnt samples. Especially, when applied in 

perceiving multiple objects against natural complex background, a lot of  noisy 

points are hidden in its invariant features and the computing process becomes quite 

time consuming and shows low robustness. 

Aiming at overcoming the above mentioned shortcomings, this paper adopts the 

information processing mechanism of biological vision and proposes a layering 

computing method suitable for single object recognition in natural scenes. The 

following part is structured as below: Section III presents the computing method 

simulating vision mechanism; Experiments and discusses are given in Section V. 

Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.  

 

3. Computing Method 

M. Riesenhuber and T. Serre etc. [24, 25] propose a theory that biological cortex 

adopts layered method in information processing and pattern recognition from the 

quantitative respective based on psychological experiments data on objects recognition of 

biological vision. This theory holds that: 1) the layered processing of vision information 

aims to extract the invariance of objects’ positions and scales, and gradually achieve 

rotational invariance; 2) with the layered processing, the receptive field of cells change 

from simple to complex and consequently form the stimulation features of complex cells’ 

receptive field; 3) primary recognition of vision is the processing results of feedfoward 

information; 4) IT cells has plasticity and learning ability, which enables the cortex to 

respond quickly to classic objects. Based on these conclusions, we propose an object 

recognition modelling with cortex biological features as shown in Figure 1. This model 

simulates the layering mechanism of biological vision, composed of 5 levels of different 

feature functions. 
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Figure 1. Computation Model of Ventral Stream of Visual Cortex 

The computing method based on this model is as follows: 

 Orientation Selectivity Module: the receptive fields of simple cells in the low-level 

visual cortex have selectivity to directional sensitivity, which can be mathematically 

simulated with two-dimensional Gabor function. To simplify the calculation, we use the 

real part of the Gabor function to express, as shown in the following equation [26]: 
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  represent the direction of the filter, which can point to any direction by rotating the 

axis. This is exactly the feature of sensitivity of cells receptive field to directional 

selectivity. In order to match the biological experiment data and facilitate calculation, we 

choose  135   90   45   0 ，，，＝ ;   represents the width-to-height ration of the Gussian 

function, usually 3.0＝ ;   represents the wavelength of the modulation function;  , 

the covariance of the Gussian function, decides the effective zone of the filter. 

In order to achieve the invariance and selectivity of vision to different scales, we 

adopts a pyramid scale filter set in this step. The values taken for  and   in each 

scale space are mainly based on data of some biological experiments on vision 

perception [26]. The scale space starts from 77 , with the step length of 2 pixels 

and maximum scale of 3737 . 

Local Invariance Module:  local invariance can be interpreted as the stimulation 

responses of complex cells’ receptive fields do not change to the external scales. To 

make the response value constant within a certain scope, this value should be the 

maximum in the local scope; otherwise, there always exists a bigger value when the 

external scales change, which is contradictory to the invariance feature of biological 

vision. Here we decide the local scope as two adjacent scale spaces with an area of 

ll  , where l  is the average value of the scales in the two spaces. The invariance 

equation is expressed as below: 

                                       m1 ggL ,       ,max   ，                (3) 
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where, ig  is the cell’s response value of the orientation selectivity module.  

Patch Selectivity Module: in biological visual system, the function of this 

module is to select objects according to their features stored in the brain, whose 

accuracy depends on the similarity between the objects and targets. The similarity 

can be expressed mathematically as the Euclidean distance, with Gaussian kernel-

based radial function, as shown in Equation (4): 
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where   is modulation parameter of Gaussian function shape, which is generally 

defined as the average value of the distance between the cluster center and the 

sample;   is the Euclidean distance between the input feature and the center of the 

primary function, where the center of the primary function is the center of the 

sample. The sample patch is obtained by random selection from the Set L , with the 

size of 66 . In order to reduce the feature dimensions, we normally let the sample 

number  6020～K  in the experiment. The exact number will be given later in the 

Experiment section. After calculation, P  is the column vector of 8K . 

Shift and Scale Invariance Module: With the performance of the previous 

modules, visual features have been selected locally and their invariance has been 

extracted. When perceiving objects, the visual system should form an overall 

feature, or the global invariance. Similar to the principle of expressing local 

invariance, we should also obtain the maximum value to represent the invariance of 

the position and scale of pixels. In other words, we should choose K  maximum 

values from P  as the invariance feature of the input image. 

Plasticity and Learning Module: Plasticity and learn-ability are typical features 

of biological vision, which can be realized by the artificial optic neural network. To 

simplify the calculation, we use two-layer neural network to simulate the function 

column structure of the IT area and adopt BP algorithm for weight learning of 

neural network, whose structure is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Plastic and Learning Nuero Network Computing Model 

The number of nodes on the input layer of the invariance feature is K , while that 

on the output layer equals the number of object categories or pixels of the input 
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images. The number of hidden layers is decided by the number of nodes on the input 

and output layers, which can be expressed in Equation (5). 

1235.0  nmS            (5) 

where S  is the number of nodes in the hidden layer and m and n  represent the 

numbers of nodes in the input and output layers respectively.    is usually valued 

between5-7. 

4. Experiment and Discussion 

In order to verify the robust recognition effect of this method under a complex 

background, we choose to use the common natural scene photo database “caltech101” 

[16] published by the California Institute of Technology. This database contains photos of 

101 common and typical objects in natural environment, such as cars, footballs, cameras, 

planes, etc., as shown in Fig. 3, there are four sample objects from this database. In this 

database, there are 40-800 photos for each object, with the image size of 300×200 pixels; 

for each object, some photos only contain the object itself not the environment, as shown 

in Figure 3(d); while some contains both the object and the environment, as shown in 

Figure 3(a), (b) and (c). 

 

 

Figure 3. Object Image Samples from Caltech 101 

 

(a) (b) 

(d) (c) 
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In the experiment, we reduced the height of every picture to 200 pixels to unify their 

sizes, and then reduce or increase their width according to their original aspect ratios. 

When compiling programs, we use “+1” to represent correct recognition result and “-1”, 

incorrect ones. All the result values range from “-1” to “+1” during the program run, and 

we take “0” as the threshold. As the number of pictures differs from category to category, 

we conduct training on 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 30% and 40% of the sample, with the rest 

being tastes. Fig. 4 shows the statistical histogram of accurate recognition for each 

category with different amount of training. In this graph, the horizontal axis represents 

training percentages and with the same training percentage, we compare the recognition 

results for the same object with different methods. “A” stands for Learning Components 

with Support Vector Machines [12]; “B”, Component-based [13]; “C”, Unsupervised 

learning of models [14]; “D”, unsupervised scale-invariant learning [15]; and “E”, the 

method proposed in this paper. The vertical axis represents the correct recognition ratio 

(the highest is 1) and the box plots demonstrate the performance of different methods on 

objects under No.101 category of this database. In this experiment, we only choose 30 

dimensional invariant features randomly, as the complete computing is extremely time 

consuming.  

 

Figure 4. Object Identification Rate of Caltech101 Database with Training 

Percentage of 5％, 10％, 20％, 30％ and 40％ 

Furthermore, in order to further prove the practicality of this method, we also choose 

objects under complex background and compare the results with the most popular 

method, SIFT. As SIFT is a method for invariant feature extraction, we contrast it with 

the feature layers of this method. Objects chosen for testing include lion faces, “stop” 

signs, boats, cups and motorcycles, totalling 300 natural pictures, some of them shown in 

Figure 5., The correct recognition ratios of this method and “SIFT+SVM” [23] method 

under different feature dimensions are shown in Figure 6. We can see that our method 

achieves better results than the latter. 
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Figure 5. Test Samples Object of Five in Caltech101 Database 

 

Figure 6. Correct Recognition Ratios of This Method and Other Methods 
under Different Feature Dimensions  
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5. Conclusion 

The complex background makes the recognition for natural images extremely difficult 

for machine vision, while human vision is highly efficient in this. This paper learns from 

human vision and proposes a new method simulating its layering information processing 

mechanism, which realizes single object identification under complex background. 

Detailed computing methods are explained and identification testing is conducted on 101 

typical objects in “Caltech 101” database. The 90% accuracy proves that our method 

enjoys robustness in perceiving natural images and shows higher accuracy compared with 

other methods. It is believed to be able to improve the engineering application of machine 

vision. Following work will be carried out on the suitability of this method on multi-

objects identification in natural scenes. 
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